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Provide Design and Analysis Data on
Microwave Radiometer Satellites, Augmented
with Additional Earth Surface and
Atmospheric Observation Sensors.
EOS Study Outline
- Analyze Mission Scenarios
Develop Sensor Sets
- Develop Conceptual Spacecraft Designs
Perform Spacecraft Analyses
- Evaluate and Rank EOS Concepts
Identify CompropisestAdvantages for Multidiscipline EOS
- Perform Parametric Subsystem Analyses
Identify New Technology Requi rements
- Expand LaRC Integrated Analysis Program
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EOS -- Systems to be Considered
Microwave Radiometer Satellite (MRS)
- 50- 200 m Diameter
- 700 km Altitude
MRS Plus Supplementary I nstru ments for
- Earth Observations, or
- Ocean Observations, or
- Atmospheric Observations, or
- Combinationsof the Above






120 Meter by 60 Meter Radiometer Design Parametric
Size
8 Bay by 4 Bay Reflector
8 Bay by 2 Bay Feed Mast
15 Meter Boxes
Member Sizes
Surface 8. 9 cm (3. 5 in. ) Diameter by O.089 cm (0. 035 in. )
Verticals O.35 cm (2. 5 in. ) Square by O.089 cm (0. 035 in. )
Weight
(0900 Ib) 3130 Kg Reflector, Feed, and Mesh
(1000 Ib) 454 Kg Feed Mass Allocation
Dynamics - First Five Fundamental Frequencies
I) 1.23 Hz
2) 1.46 Hz
3) i. 78 Hz
4) 4.21Hz
5) 4.41Hz
Typical Measurement Requirements for MRS
,Measu rand Range
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10-500 kg (2/3 in 50-2.50 kg Range)
700 km Okay for Most,
60 deg Okay for Most,
+0.1 deg for All
+30 arc-s for All
(SARs are Large at 700 km)
Some Require 98 deg
NADI R +90 deg along and across Track
1
500 w/Instrument Except for SAR (Several kW) LI DAR (2. 6 kW),
All 28 Vdc
1 kbps - 120 Mbps per Instrument Real Time, Near Real Time
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